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The Photographic Image in Digital Culture (Comedia)Routledge, 2013

	This new edition of The Photographic Image in Digital Culture explores the condition of photography after some 20 years of remediation and transformation by digital technology.


	Through ten especially commissioned essays, by some of the leading scholars in the field of contemporary photography studies, a range of key topics...
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States, Intergovernmental Relations, and Market Development: Comparing Capitalist Growth in Contemporary China and 19th Century United States (Governing China in the 21st Century)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book is a theoretical and empirical analysis of institutional foundation of long-term economic growth from the perspective of state-market and central-local relations. The book argues that, in order to safeguard sustainable market development, it is necessary to centralize certain functions of the state to overcome local predatory...
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Healthcare Knowledge Management: Issues, Advances and SuccessesSpringer, 2006

	Healthcare practitioners and managers increasingly find themselves in clinical situations where they have to think fast and process myriad diagnostic test results, medications and past treatment responses in order to make decisions. Effective problem solving in the clinical environment or classroom simulated lab depends on a healthcare...
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Google and the Culture of SearchRoutledge, 2012

	What did you do before Google?


	The rise of Google as the dominant Internet search provider reflects a generationally-inflected notion that everything that matters is now on the Web, and should, in the moral sense of the verb, be accessible through search. In this theoretically nuanced study...
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Cardiogenic Shock (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	Leading world authorities drawn from cardiology, surgery, pediatrics, internal medicine, and basic science comprehensively survey the diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic aspects of cardiogenic shock. These experts describe the different scenarios leading to cardiogenic shock, the ways to diagnose their causes, the unique therapeutic...
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Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Sheds, 3rd Edition: Design & Build a Shed: - Complete Plans - Step-by-Step How-To (Black & Decker Complete Guide)Cool Springs Press, 2017

	
		Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Sheds has the perfect plan for anyone who is building his or her own tool shed, habitable shed, and many more.

	
		The most popular plans from previous editions are preserved, from small garage-style sheds with overhead doors, to kit sheds, to...
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A Companion to African Cinema (Wiley Blackwell Companions to National Cinemas)John Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		An authoritative guide to African cinema with contributions from a team of experts on the topic

	
		A Companion to African Cinema offers an overview of critical approaches to African cinema. With contributions from an international panel of experts, the Companion approaches the topic through the lens of...
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The Complete Costume DictionaryScarecrow Press, 2011

	While there are costume and fashion dictionaries tied to specific countries or periods, none have been comprehensive. In The Complete Costume Dictionary, Elizabeth Lewandowski has collected from a variety of sourcesâ€•including costume history texts, journal articles, historical publications, autobiographies, biographies, foreign...
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Our Beautiful, Fragile World: The Nature and Environmental Photographs of Peter EssickRocky Nook, 2013

	Our Beautiful, Fragile World features a career-spanning look at the images of photojournalist Peter Essick taken while on assignment for National Geographic magazine. In this book, Essick showcases a diverse series of photographs from some of the most beautiful natural areas in the world and documents major contemporary...
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MIPS Assembly Language ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 2003
First impressions are important.
  

  To introduce your Assembly Language programming students to the fundamental concepts of contemporary computer architecture, start with a Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC).  

  When students first encounter computer architecture, they need to begin with the basics of modern...
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Computer Animation, Third Edition: Algorithms and TechniquesMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Driven by demand from the entertainment industry for better and more realistic animation, technology continues to evolve and improve. The algorithms and techniques behind this technology are the foundation of this comprehensive book, which is written to teach you the fundamentals of animation programming.


	In this third...
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Developments in Speech SynthesisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Contemporary speech synthesis is perceived as inadequate for general adoption for user interaction, largely because it rests on an inadequate model of human speech production and perception. This book reviews the underlying model, brings out areas of inadequacy and suggests how improvements might be made. It is argued that a greater understanding...
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